FO R A N Y B U S I N E S S

Your IT infrastructure must transform
along with the pace of business.
And IT professionals need solutions that can support them
wherever they are in their transformation process. The
answer? Comprehensive virtual infrastructure solutions
that can address IT needs today and tomorrow, no matter
the business or industry.

Network Virtualization & Security
Organizations of all shapes and sizes need more than just a secure perimeter.
They also need lateral, internal controls to reduce malware propagation in
the event of a breach.
VMware NSX provides multilayered security for all-sized organizations via:

Better security inside
virtual environments

Fast deployment
and adadptability

A policy-driven approach and
immediate disaster
recovery options

Micro-segmentation

Automated provisioning
and policies to follow
changing workloads

Easy integration with
additional security services

Mobility & End-User Computing
Whether you need to manage 50 endpoints or 5,000, IT pros need mobile
solutions that provide end-to-end security to keep users productive.
VMware AirWatch eases the IT strain of mobility management with a
seamless user experience:

One-touch access to
unified app catalog and
corporate network

Delivery of key
business applications

Device choice

Self-service portal
for device management
and controls

Streamlined & Automated
IT Ops Management
An organization’s size doesn’t deﬁne the size of its softwaredeﬁned data centers or the complexity of its hybrid cloud
platforms. But complete solutions are needed to handle
today’s management and tomorrow’s growth.
The VMware vRealize Suite helps companies of all sizes
and industries manage public, private and hybrid clouds
with a collection of VMware’s most powerful cloud
platform products (shown on the next slide)…

vRealize Automation
Automated delivery of personalized
infrastructure, applications and
custom IT services

vRealize Operations
Intelligent health, performance,
capacity and configuration
management

vRealize Log Insight
Highly scalable log management

vRealize Business for Cloud

$

Valuable insight for cloud costing,
consumption analysis and efficient
deployment

Helping your organization
change with the times
Together, ePlus and VMware deliver powerful, proven virtual infrastructure
solutions that enable organizations to maximize hardware and IT efﬁciencies:
Up to 80% increased server utilization*

Reduced cost and complexity

Lower server provisioning and repurposing time

Lower risks during app rollouts

Contact ePlus today for a VMware Assessment

tech@eplus.com
www.eplus.com/vmware
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